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Abstract

Objective
To investigate the pattern of progression of neurologic impairment in Friedreich ataxia (FRDA) and identify patients with fast disease progression as detected by clinical rating scales.

Methods
Clinical, demographic, and genetic data were analyzed from 54 patients with FRDA included at the Brussels site of the European Friedreich’s Ataxia Consortium for Translational Studies, with an average prospective follow-up of 4 years.

Results
Afferent ataxia predated other features of FRDA, followed by cerebellar ataxia and pyramidal weakness. The Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) best detected progression in ambulatory patients and in the first 20 years of disease duration but did not effectively capture progression in advanced disease. Dysarthria, sitting, and upper limb coordination items kept worsening after loss of ambulation. Eighty percent of patients needing support to walk lost ambulation within 2 years. Age at onset had a strong influence on progression of neurologic and functional deficits, which was maximal in patients with symptom onset before age 8 years. All these patients became unable to walk by 15 years after onset, significantly earlier than patients with later onset. Progression in the previous 1 or 2 years was not predictive of progression in the subsequent year.

Conclusions
The SARA is a sensitive outcome measure in ambulatory patients with FRDA and has an excellent correlation with functional capabilities. Ambulatory patients with onset before age 8 years showed the fastest measurable worsening. Loss of ambulation in high-risk patients is a disease milestone that should be considered as an end point in clinical trials.
Inventory of Non-Ataxic Signs; Ataxia Consortium for Translational Studies; lism, all potential therapeutic targets. New therapeutic strategies usually have longer GAA repeat (GAA1). FXN is needed for synthesis of iron-sulfur clusters in mitochondria. Its deficiency leads to mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, and altered iron metabolism, all potential therapeutic targets. New therapeutic strategies aim to restore FXN levels by upregulating the endogenous gene or by protein or gene replacement therapy. As these approaches move to clinical development, trial design becomes a critical issue. FRDA is a rare disease, so clinical trials can only enroll a limited number of patients. The need for efficient design is compounded by the number of treatments entering the clinical arena, inevitably competing for these patients. Two aspects are critical: (1) identifying the patient population in which disease progression can best be detected and (2) selecting the most sensitive and robust outcome measures, including clinical assessments, patient-reported outcomes (PROs), and biomarkers.

FRDA neuropathology is characterized by marked differences in the vulnerability of neuronal systems and in the timing when they become affected. Clinically, this translates into different timing and progression rate of proprioceptive, cerebellar, and pyramidal signs and symptoms, affecting the sensitivity of rating scales and the choice of appropriate clinical outcomes at different disease stages.

The International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale was initially used to quantify the severity of FRDA neurologic symptoms in natural history studies and clinical trials, but current studies use the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale (FARS) or the Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA). The FARS was conceived as a FRDA-specific scale capturing the various neurologic features of the disease, including sensory loss, weakness, and amyotrophy, in addition to ataxia. It also includes an assessment of activities of daily living (ADL), a general staging of disease progression, and several quantitative performance measures. More recently, the modified FARS (mFARS), which dropped nonataxia items, has been accepted by the US Food and Drugs Administration as outcome measure in an FRDA clinical trial. The SARA was instead developed to quantify ataxia in a variety of clinical situations, without attempting to capture the complexity of a specific condition. It has a lower number of items than the mFARS (8 vs 18), so its administration is faster, and patients are less fatigued. Training is also easier, a plus in multicentric studies. The Inventory of Non-Ataxic Signs (INAS) was developed along with the SARA to provide a reliable descriptive of neurologic comorbidities in patients with ataxia.

Of the 2 ongoing collaborative prospective natural history studies in FRDA, the European Friedreich’s Ataxia Consortium for Translational Studies (EFACTS) uses the SARA, whereas the Friedreich’s Ataxia–Clinical Outcome Measures Study (FA-COMS) in the United States, Canada, and Australia uses the FARS. The FA-COMS published prospective data on a cohort of 812 patients with FRDA, 234 with up to year-5 follow-up. The average annual increase in the mFARS score was ~2 points. Lower baseline FARS scores predicted faster progression, whereas the repeat length of GAA1 only showed a marginal trend with FARS-based measures. Individuals who were aged <16 years at baseline has the fastest FARS deterioration. The EFACTS published a cross-sectional analysis of its core cohort of 600 patients in 2015 and the 2-year prospective follow-up of 471 patients from the same cohort in 2016. In the prospective study, younger age at onset was associated with faster SARA deterioration, but the effect was minor (~0.02 points per year of age at onset), and the average rate was not different in patients with typical onset before age 25 years (0.75 points per year, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.62–0.88) and those with later onset (0.86 points per year, 95% CI 0.57–1.16). Deterioration in SARA slowed after 24 years of disease duration and was faster with lower SARA score at baseline.

Although both the FA-COMS and the EFACTS found that earlier age at onset results in faster worsening, the detected effects were of relatively limited size. Neither study compared progression of different age at onset groups vs disease duration. Power calculations from both the FA-COMS and the EFACTS were based on average progression rates and concluded that a 2-year study is needed to detect 50% slowing of disease progression with a manageable sample size of around 100 patients.

The published FA-COMS and EFACTS, while offering a highly valuable overview of FRDA progression, have 2 important limitations. The first is the lack of detail in defining the pattern of neurologic deterioration, and the second is the lack of the clear definition of a rapidly progressing patient group that may provide maximum power for a clinical trial.
The present study analyzes a single EFACCTS site cohort of 54 patients with FRDA with the aim of characterizing the pattern of disease progression and identifying the most rapidly progressing subset of patients. Its findings are expected to orient a more detailed analysis in the overall EFACCTS and FA-COMS cohorts, eventually to be used to improve the design of future clinical trials in FRDA.

Methods

Between 2010 and 2019, the Brussels EFACCTS site has included 54 patients in the natural history study. The study was approved and is monitored by the institution’s ethics committee. Patients provided written informed consent for annual clinical assessments, repeated genetic testing, and blood and urine sampling for biomarker studies. Clinical data were recorded in the EFACCTS clinical database; genetic testing was performed at the Brussels site, as for the entire EFACCTS cohort, confirming the molecular diagnosis of FRDA and determining GAA repeat sizes. Data are available from 263 annual visits, corresponding to an average follow-up of almost 4 years (range: baseline only to 8 years). Almost all visits were performed by the same examiner (M.P.).

Data from the Brussels cohort were extracted from the EFACCTS database as of October 25, 2019. The open source software Jamovi (jamovi.org) was used for most statistical analyses; the G*Power package was used for power calculations. Graphs were drawn using Microsoft Excel or Jamovi. p Values are corrected for multiple comparisons when needed. CIs are indicated when appropriate.

Data availability

Data tables not allowing patient identification are available on request.

Results

Patients

The 54 patients were equally distributed by sex (27 men and 27 women). Age at baseline visit ranged from 7 to 69 years (mean = 24.9, SD = 13.3). Age at symptom onset ranged from 3 to 60 years (mean = 13.6, SD = 9.7). Seventeen patients had onset before age 8 years, 20 patients between age 8 and 14 years, and 17 patients at age 15 years or after. Disease duration ranged from 3 to 42 years (mean = 16.9, SD = 9.0). Data from the first 20 years of disease progression were available from 15 patients with onset before age 8 years, 17 patients with onset between age 8 and 14 years, and 17 patients with onset at age 15 years or after. GAA repeat sizes were available for 49 patients (mean GAA1 = 649, SD = 226), of these 29 had GAA1 > 600 and 20 had GAA1 ≤ 600.

Items driving SARA progression

Although all SARA items are tightly correlated, as previously reported and confirmed in this study sample by principal component analysis (single major component explaining 66.8% of variance), SARA progression is clearly driven by different items at different stages of FRDA. The gait and the stance items, whose maximum scores account for about 1/3 of the maximum total SARA score (14/40), are responsible for half of the SARA score progression until patients remain ambulatory, i.e., to an overall score of 23–27, when they reach their maximum (figure 1, A and B). Although all recently diagnosed patients show some gait abnormality, some patients with a total SARA score <10 have a normal stance score, i.e., they can stand in tandem position with eyes open for 10 seconds. The SARA does not test stance with eyes closed, but data from the FA-COMS and personal observation show that almost all patients even shortly after diagnosis are unable to stand with feet close together and eyes closed, i.e., they have a positive Romberg sign. The only SARA item performed without visual control, the heel-to-shin slide, is also uniformly abnormal even in recently diagnosed patients with SARA <10 (figure 1C) and rapidly progresses reaching its maximal score when ambulation is lost. The sitting item (figure 1D) is often initially normal, in some cases up to a total SARA score of 20, and then it progresses linearly. It is one of the items contributing to SARA progression in advanced disease after loss of ambulation, reflecting worsening cerebellar ataxia and truncal weakness in advanced disease. Dysarthria and upper limb cerebellar ataxia (speech, finger chase, and nose-to-finger items, figure 1, E–G) may also be initially absent and show most progression after loss of ambulation. The SARA upper limb coordination items assess spatial irregularities, i.e., dysmetria and tremor, which are not prominent in FRDA, so they rapidly move from low to maximum score when the movement becomes impossible because of very severe ataxia and weakness. The alternating upper limb movement (diadochokinesia) item becomes severely abnormal relatively early (figure 1H), due to slowing more than irregularity of movement. Slowing of repetitive movements is a common finding in patients with FRDA and is considered to be a consequence of pyramidal degeneration.

Effect of disease duration on SARA progression

As in the overall EFACCTS cohort, disease progression showed considerable slowing after 20–25 years (figure 2A), with an average yearly SARA progression of 0.92 points in the first 25 years and of 0.30 points afterward. For this reason, further analyses focused on the first 20 years of disease progression.

Effect of age at symptom onset and of GAA1 on SARA progression

Patients with earlier onset have faster progression. The limited size of the Brussels cohort did not allow a detailed analysis with a small age window, but the effect is very clear just by stratifying patients in 3 groups based on age at onset. In the first 20 years after onset, patients with onset age <8 years (n = 15, 84 yearly visits) progressed most rapidly at an estimated linear rate of 1.90 ± 0.186 (slope ± standard error) SARA points per year vs 1.33 ± 0.157 points for the group with onset between age 8 and 14 years (n = 17, 75 yearly visits) and 0.71 ± 0.168 points for those with onset at age ≥15 years (n = 17, 92 yearly visits), all differences being statistically significant (figure 2, B and C).
The GAA1 repeat length also correlated with the SARA progression rate (figure 3A). However, as previously observed, GAA1 only accounted for less than half of the variability in age at onset ($R^2 = 0.345$, $p < 0.001$, figure 3B), so its effect was less marked and could only be detected by stratifying patients in 2 groups using a cutoff of 600 GAA triplets (123 yearly visits for GAA1 > 600; 71 yearly visits for GAA1 ≤ 600).

**Loss of ambulation**

More rapid progression in patients with earlier onset translated into shorter time to loss of ambulation ($p <$
Survival analysis showed that patients with onset age <8 years reached a SARA score of 25 after a median time of 14 years, and all of them reached this score by 15 years (figure 4). The median time to SARA 25 was 17 years in patients with onset age between 8 and 14 years and >20 years in those with onset age ≥15 years, with no overlap of CIs (figure 4). The need for occasional (SARA gait score 5) or constant (SARA gait score 6) support was a strong predictor of loss of ambulation within 2 years, occurring in 80% of patients. Conversely, no patient with a SARA gait score ≤4 lost the ability to walk in the following 2 years. Of notice, a score of 5 was recorded in few patients, indicating that occasional support is only needed for a short time before the need for constant support. The stance item ($p < 0.001$) and the total SARA score ($p = 0.002$) showed the best correlation.
with the gait item, so they were also good predictors of loss of ambulation.

Loss of ambulation was primarily due to ataxia rather than weakness. Despite the presence of extensor plantar responses at baseline in 50/54 patients (92.5%), weakness of the lower limbs was absent or minimal in ambulatory patients, whereas it rapidly became prominent 1 year after loss of ambulation, with an increase in the total lower limb weakness INAS score from $0.41 \pm 0.90$ to $3.97 \pm 1.90$ ($p < 0.001$).

**ADL score progression**

The FARS ADL score is a relevant measure of patients’ functional capacities in everyday life, previously shown to have good sensitivity to disease progression in the overall EFCTS. In the EFCTS, the ADL scale is administered through a structured interview conducted by the investigator, involving the patient and caregiver(s), rather than as a purely PRO as in the FA-COMS, which modifies its psychometric properties. In the Brussels cohort, the ADL and SARA scores were tightly correlated ($R^2 = 0.82, p < 0.001$, figure 5A). Thus, a similar effect of age at onset was observed for ADL progression (figure SB) as for SARA, although it was less marked, being only detected when comparing patients with onset before age 8 years with those with onset at age 8 years or later, and only marginally significant ($p = 0.049$).

**Effect of previous scores on SARA progression**

As reported for the overall EFCTS cohort, a lower SARA score in the previous visit predicted a faster progression rate. A sharp slowing of progression rate occurred at loss of ambulation (SARA gait item ≥7), with a significant difference in SARA progression between ambulatory and nonambulatory patients when all 1-year changes are compared and regardless of the age at onset group (1.62 points/yr vs 0.34 points/yr, $p = 0.004$). As presented above, SARA progression in non-ambulatory patients can only be driven by a limited subset of items, limiting the sensitivity of the scale and reducing the signal-to-noise ratio.

Of interest, in the present study, SARA progression in the previous year or 2 years was not predictive of similar progression at the following visit. This finding reflects the expected regression to the mean occurring in repeated assessments of a noisy measure. Therefore, selection of rapidly progressing patients cannot be based on this criterion.
Power calculations
Including ambulatory patients with onset before age 8 years would need a sample size of 97 to detect 50% slowing in SARA progression over 1 year at 90% power by the t test, assuming a 2-sided criterion for detection that allows for a maximum type I error rate of $\alpha = 0.05$. Just selecting for ambulatory patients (SARA < 25) with a disease duration of <25 years, who progressed an average of 1.60 SARA points/year (CI, 1.19–2.01), would increase the sample size to 193. In comparison, a 1-year trial with unselected patients as calculated in the overall EFACETS cohort would require 548 patients.\textsuperscript{17} These calculations are based on the assumption of identical progression in a clinical trial vs natural history study and do not keep into account the placebo effect shown to occur in FRDA trials,\textsuperscript{21} so they have to be taken as indicative and likely overestimating the needed sample size, particularly if more powerful statistics that make use of repeated measures are used.

Discussion
Taken together, the results of the present study delineate a pattern of progression of neurologic impairment in FRDA. They confirm that afferent ataxia predates cerebellar ataxia and pyramidal weakness. Symptom onset corresponds to the appearance of cerebellar ataxia, affecting gait before stance, speech, and limb coordination. Pyramidal involvement is initially manifest only as extensor plantar responses, then as slowing of rapid alternating movements, affecting the diadochokinesia SARA item. Pyramidal weakness eventually becomes prominent, mostly after loss of ambulation. It affects the trunk and limbs, contributing to the progression of the sitting, limb coordination, and possibly speech items in patients who are dependent on a wheelchair.

The SARA efficiently captures progression up to a score of about 25 when ambulation is lost. More sensitive measures of
neurologic functions that keep worsening in wheelchair-bound patients are needed. These include speech,\textsuperscript{22} swallowing,\textsuperscript{23} vision, hearing, and upper limb coordination. The Composite Cerebellar Functional Severity score,\textsuperscript{24} assessing upper limb coordination under visual control in 2 timed functional tests, may be more sensitive to progression in nonambulatory patients. Serious Games, another upper limb coordination test reflecting cerebellar function, is also more sensitive in this group.\textsuperscript{25} Additional upper limb function tests using computer-assisted analyses, particularly in the context of ADL, are the object of ongoing studies.

The tight correlation between the SARA and ADL scores, already detected in the overall EFACTS cohort,\textsuperscript{16,17} was not surprising, as several items measure the same function in both scales. However, the ADL scale directly assesses how everyday life activities are affected, providing a sort of validation of the clinical relevance of the corresponding SARA items. Furthermore, the ADL scale includes some functions not scored in the SARA, such as swallowing and urinary disturbances. These observations support the use of the ADL scale as a coprimary or secondary outcome in clinical trials in FRDA, as it is clinically meaningful and sufficiently sensitive to progression.

One of the goals of the present study was to tentatively identify a subgroup of patients with faster progression that may be selected for inclusion in initial therapeutic trials to maximize the sensitivity and minimize the sample size. Unfortunately, the simple assessment of the SARA progression rate in the previous 1 or 2 years could not be used for this purpose. Although this approach is effective in more rapidly progressing diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, in FRDA, the noise of the measure masks any real difference in the progression rate so that regression to the mean is what mostly predicts the subsequent SARA score. The average yearly increase in the SARA score was higher in ambulatory patients, possibly because a ceiling effect is reached for the SARA when gait and stance scores, which account for >1/3 of the total score, are maximal. Significant slowing of SARA progression also occurred 20–25 years after symptom onset, as in the overall EFACTS cohort.\textsuperscript{16,17} This may be the consequence of the fact that at this time, essentially all patients are wheelchair bound, except those with particularly slow progression. Age at onset turned out to be the major determinant of the SARA progression rate in the first 20 years of disease, with those with onset at <8 years showing significantly more rapid worsening. As expected, the ADL score also worsened more rapidly in the same group. Of interest, the GAA\textsuperscript{1} repeat length was less a good predictor of the progression rate than age at onset, possibly because the latter reflects the combination of all factors that modify disease severity, of which GAA\textsuperscript{1} is only one. Such a strong effect of onset age was not clearly observed in the published overall analyses of the EFACTS natural history study.\textsuperscript{16,17} A possible explanation is in the age composition of the core EFACTS cohort, which included almost only adults. In that cohort, the early-onset (age ≤14 years) group at baseline had an average disease duration of 17 years, with a minimum of 10 years.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, there were very few ambulatory patients with very early onset (age <8 years), the vast majority of whom have <13 years of disease duration, as indicated by survival analysis of loss of ambulation (figure 5).

Combining all observations, maximal sensitivity to progression is found in ambulatory patients with onset before age 8 years, all of whom have <20 years of disease duration. In addition to SARA and ADL progression, loss of ambulation can be a relevant outcome for clinical trials in this high-risk patient group. Loss of ambulation is a major milestone in FRDA natural history, whose impact on patients’ lives cannot be overstated. It can be predicted to occur within 2 years with 80% probability in patients who need even intermittent support for walking (SARA gait item score ≥5). Even more rapid progression can be expected in the age at onset at <8 years, as shown by survival analysis.

All the observations made in this small patient series need to be corroborated and refined in the overall EFACTS and possibly FA-COMS cohorts. As no site effect was detected in the overall analysis of the EFACTS cohort,\textsuperscript{16,17} the findings of the present study are likely to predict results in these larger groups. Furthermore, although the EFACTS and the FA-COMS use different rating scales, these are tightly correlated, so overall analyses can be performed. In this regard, a recent analysis of the FA-COMS cohort reached very similar conclusions to the present study, showing that patients with earlier symptom onset also had faster progression and earlier loss of ambulation, which was heralded by inability to stand without support.\textsuperscript{26}

The gained knowledge about FRDA natural history would allow us to greatly improve the follow-up of these patients and trial design, at a time when multiple highly promising treatments are likely to come into the clinical arena.
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